
Build a rocket ship



Jimmy and Linda  
are best friends.

Now they’re going  
to outer space.



Time to finish  
our rocket ship!

Here’s the  
engine!

I’ve got the wings!



Blast off!



I’m eating a  
space banana.

You get hungry  
in space.  

Jimmy eats a 
space sandwich.



The sandwich and the banana slide 
down to Jimmy’s and Linda’s tummies.

Jimmy and Linda fly through  
space to Saturn…



Jupiter, Mars, Uranus… and mom?



Time for mom’s little 
 astronaut to go to  

the bathroom.

We have to do our  
routine, but Jimmy will 

be back soon.

Okay, I’ll look for  
more planets while 

you’re gone.



In space there are special space toilets for the as-
tronauts to use. Jimmy also has his own way of 
going to the bathroom – he uses Navina. With 

Navina, Jimmy can go to the bath-
room regularly, just like everyone 
else, on Earth and in space. And 
in between times he doesn’t have 

to worry about accidents.

Right now his mom helps him, but 
soon he’ll be big enough to learn to 
use Navina himself. And when he 

gets even bigger, he’s going to go to 
astronaut school.



Are you done 
already?

Yeah, now 
let’s go to 
the sun.

I thought I saw  
a flying saucer!



Let me tell you  
how to use Navina  
in the bathroom. 

1.  Bowel full – time  
to go to the toilet!

4. Wait a few minutes 5.  Water and poop  
comes out

6.  Done! Wash  
your hands.

2.  Insert the catheter and 
fill the balloon with air 3.  Pump water  

into the bowel
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Wellspect HealthCare, Aminogatan 1, P.O. Box 14, SE-431 21 Mölndal, Sweden. Phone: +46 31 376 40 00.
Manufacturer 2797

At Wellspect we develop innovative continence care solutions that improve quality of life for people 

with bladder and bowel problems. We inspire our users to build self-confidence and independence 

as well as good health and well-being. We have been leading the industry for over 40 years with our 

product brands LoFric® and Navina™. We always aim to minimize the environmental impact of our 

products and passionately strive to become climate neutral.  

We work together with users and healthcare professionals to improve clinical outcome  

in a sustainable way, now and for the future.

Wellspect. A Real Difference.

For more information about our products and services, please visit Wellspect.com. 

Join the conversation on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

wellspect.com


